
Code Description Dimensions Weight 

BS-bc

Billboard Shopper - classic                             
Our classic shopperis 
fashionable, durable, and big 
enough to hold everything 
from personal items to 
groceries.  

(65 x 35 x 11 cm)                        
25.6 x 13.9 x 4.4 inches                 400 gram

BS-br

Billboard Shopper-reversible                               
This bag is actually two 
unique shopping totes in one.  
The product is reversible, 
providing a different look on 
each side.  

(65 x 35 x 11 cm)                         
25.6 x 13.9 x 4.4 inches                 400 gram

BS-bz

Billboard Shopper - zippered                      
With the same styling as the 
other shoppers, this version 
has a zipper in the top to 
provide that extra amount of 
security, if desired. 

(65 x 35 x 11 cm)                        
25.6 x 13.9 x 4.4 inches                  400 gram

SK-b

Storage Kit                                   
Made for men, this round kit 
can be used for toiletries, 
cables, or other accessories.  
The hip design moves beyond 
traditional dock kits for a 
roomier carrying case.

  (24cm x 9cm)                               
9.4 x 3.4 inches 200 gram

CPC-b

Camera and Phone Case                     
One of our newer products, 
this small case is the perfect 
way to carry your phone, 
camera, cables ear buds,  or 
memory cards all in one 
place.

(9 x 17 x 4 cm)                                
3.6 x 6.7 x 1.6 inches 60 gram
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W-bm

Wallet - men                                    
We really love this new wallet 
for men.  With its bi-ifolding 
style and extra hidden 
pocket inside, it can hold a 
lot and still remain sleek and 
slim.

(12 x 9 x 1 cm)                            
4.75 x 3.6 x 0.5 inches 60 gram

W-bw

Wallet - Women                      
Crafted from billboard. This 3 
fold wallet includes pockets 
for credit cards,zipper 
pockets for coins, and an 
extra compartment for your 
bills and other neccesary 
item.                                  

(18 x 9 x 1,5cm)                            
7.2 x 3.5 x 0.6 inches 160 gram

KC-b

Key Chain                                         
Our key chain was designed 
to hold keys and hang off a 
belt, bag, or another other 
item to make your keys 
easier to find and harder to 
lose.  

(15 x 3 x 0,5 cm)                               
6 x 1.25 x 0.25 inches                      25 gram

MB - bc

Messenger Bag - classic                      
With a simple flap and a open 
design, this billboard bag 
holds  papers and books.  A 
zipped section stores 
personals and accessories.  
Bottom is padded to safely 
store laptop computers and 
other sensitive electronics.

(38 x 27 x 12 cm)                           
15 x 10.6 x 4.75 inches 500 gram

MB-bd

Messenger Bag - deluxe              
With the same design as the 
classic, this bag can hold 15" 
laptop contains a padded 
divider that separates 
contents and front buckles 
to ensure closure in any 
circumstance.

(38 x 27 x 12 cm)                           
15 x 10.6 x 4.75 inches 850 gram

ZF-b

Zipper Folio                                     
One of XS' most popular 
products, this single pouch 
folio is designed from strips 
of billboard to provide an 
artful piece that holds 
papers, books, and pencils.  
Zippered top matches 
billboard colors.  

(40 x 30 x 1 cm)                             
15.75 x 11.9 x 0.4 inches 400 gram

OFFICE AND BUSINESS



NC-b

Notebook Cover                       
Designed to hold a standard 
note pad, writing implement, 
and papers, this product can 
go anyway and is sure to 
start conversations.  

(19 x 23,5 x 3 cm)                              
6.9 x 9.4 x 1.2 inches                357 gram

BCC-b

Business Card Case - 
billboard                                   
A unique way to carry your 
business cards, this little 
case fits easily into a purse 
or pocket.  The  billboard 
materials makes it durable 
and dirt resistant.                                   

(13 x 9 x 0,5 cm)                             
5.13 x 3.6 x 0.25 inches 35 gram

PH-b

Passport Holder                               
Slip your passport into XS' 
billboard protector.  Keeps 
your documents safe and 
easy to find.

(14,5 x 10 x 1 cm)                          
5.7 x 3.9 x 0.4 inches 60 gram

LT-br

Luggage Tag - regular-
billboard                                           
Crafted to stay on your 
luggage through trip after 
trip, our luggage tags 
uniquely identify your bag 
and their snap closures hold 
tight - even against rough 
treatment.  

(7.5 x 20 x 0,5 cm)                              
3 x 7.9 x 0.25 inches           

(includes strap)                                     
30 gram

CB-b

Cooler Bag                                    
Made of billboard materials 
and lined with padding, this 
slightly insulated bag is the 
perfect size for an afternoon 
picnic or other outing.  
Families find it particularly 
useful.    

(31 x 36 x 23 cm)                         
12.25 x 14.25 x 9.2 inches 590 gram

HOME AND LIFESTYLE


